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COAD, Sales of speed door products surged ahead of the cold
COAD's products are popular in overseas markets.

As a global company, COAD will participate in Plastics & Rubber Indonesia 2016 in Indonesia from November 16th 

to 19th. In October, it participated in '2016 Jakarta International Food Processing and Packaging Exhibition in Indo-

nesia', and it received great popularity because it showed an industrial automatic door with excellent sealing 

power.

Among the representative product of COAD, the recovery type model COAD-3 is made of zipper type and has a 

strong sealing force.  It comes with auto door recovery system which repairs the doors caused by impacts 

against forklifts and moving equipment. Minimize the repair cost. Suitable for electronics and automotive industry. 

This product is expected to be a factory automatic door for winter heating measures.

In addition to the high-speed automatic doors, COAD has COAD-20, a retractable overhead door with three In addition to the high-speed automatic doors, COAD has COAD-20, a retractable overhead door with three 

times faster opening and closing speed than conventional overhead doors. This product is equipped with speed 

door motor and features fast opening and closing force.  In addition, it is apply the chain drive method to prevent 

problems such as wire breakage, which is considered to be the main cause of the expenditure of after-sales 

service.

COAD oCOAD official said “This winter, which is expected to be colder than last year, said the installation of speed doors 

is essential for raising the productivity of mechanical and technical personnel and for a pleasant work environ-

ment.”and  “We will strive to improve the satisfaction and production efficiency of the site, which is receiving a 

love call not only in domestic but also abroad with excellent technology. ”
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Recently, as the weather has become colder, factory 

automatic door has become a hot topic in industrial 

and auto repair shops.

The speed door is a roll-up type automatic door 

which can be opened and closed quickly, and it is 

popular as a product against cold wave because it 

can prevent cold air inflow in winter.

COAD, a specialist for industrial automatic doors, is a COAD, a specialist for industrial automatic doors, is a 

global industrial door specializing company not only 

domestically but also overseas.
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